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CMS and ME1/1 upgrade

Upgrade of the layer 1 (ME1/1) electronics with a new CSC “Digital” Front End Board
(DCFEB) so every strip can be read out separately (they are now ganged into groups of
three). This will allow ME1/1 to continue to contribute effectively to the muon trigger at
high instantaneous luminosity so CMS can retain four-plane coverage from 2.1 < |η | <
2.5 2

New electronics is:
•Faster
•More reliable
•Allows better track 
reconstruction



ME1/1 chamber
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All ME1/1 chambers are manufactured 
at JINR in Dubna.



Procedure of ME1/1 refurbishing
Works on surface

•Remove old electronics

•Install new electronics

•Electronic tests

•Cosmic tests

•Long term test
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Works on disk

•Disconnect CSC from cables, gas 
and water

•Take out the CSC and bring it to 
the surface

•Remove old Patch Panels

•Assemble and Install new PP

•PP-crate optical cables

•Replace crate electronics

•Upgrade of LV power supply

•Reinstall CSC

•Connect all services

•Connectivity tests

•Other tests



New electronics
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ME1/1 chamber with new electronics

Test crate with electronics



Surface storage area
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ME1/1 chambers in storage area in SX5



ME1/1 refurbishing
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CSC with all old electronics removes In the process of refurbishing



ME1/1 surface test results
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• Average burn-in duration of positive 
endcap chambers = 63 hours
• Average burn-in duration of negative 
endcap chambers = 80 hours



ME1/1 removal and installation
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Installation with and w/o loading bar



Example of cosmic data from disk

10November 2014 cosmic data muons



Conclusion

• Huge work on ME1/1 refurbishment is done

• All 72 ME1/1 chambers are installed on both 
endcaps

• ME1/1 is now participating in CMS global 
cosmic runs
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